In the paper we introduce a transcendence degree of a zero-cycle on a smooth projective variety X and relate it to the structure of the motive of X . In particular, we show that in order to prove Bloch's conjecture for a smooth projective complex surface X of general type with = 0 it suffices to prove that one single point of a transcendence degree 2 in X (C), over the minimal subfield of definition ⊂ C of X , is rationally equivalent to another single point of a transcendence degree zero over . This can be of particular interest in the context of Bloch's conjecture for those surfaces which admit a concrete presentation, such as Mumford's fake surface, see [Mumford D., An algebraic surface with K ample, (K 2 ) = 9, = = 0, Amer.
Introduction
Since [3] we know that the generic point, considered as a zero-cycle, plays an important role in the study of algebraic cycles on a smooth projective variety X over a field , because it can be considered as a specialization of the diagonal carrying the motivic information at large. More precisely, let be an algebraically closed field, let be the dimension of X , and let K = (X ) be the function field on X . Consider a pull-back homomorphism Φ : C H (X × X ) → C H (X K ) * E-mail: gorchins@mi.ras.ru † E-mail: vladimir.guletskii@liverpool.ac.uk induced by the embedding of the generic point η = Spec K into X . The kernel of Φ is generated by correspondences supported on Z × X , where Z runs over Zariski closed subschemes in X different from X itself, see [9] . Hence, various motivic effects, given originally in terms of correspondences, i.e. cycle classes in C H (X × X ), can be expressed in terms of zero-cycles on X K , modulo motives of varieties of dimension strictly smaller than .
Assume, for example, that X is a surface of general type over an algebraically closed field , and the second Weil cohomology group H 2 (X ) is algebraic. Let ∆ X be the diagonal on X × X . Its specialization
is the generic point η viewed as a zero-cycle on X K . Fix now a -rational point P 0 on X . Let Ω be a universal domain containing and embed K into Ω over . In the paper we show, see Corollary 4.1, that if P η is rationally equivalent to P 0 on X Ω then any point P is rationally equivalent to any other point Q on X Ω , i.e. Bloch's conjecture holds for X Ω . As Bloch's conjecture is equivalent to finite-dimensionality of the motive M(X Ω ), we see that the above specialization map Φ allows to reformulate motivic effects at large in terms of rational equivalence between two concrete points on X Ω .
Certainly, it is still not easy to prove (or disprove) rational equivalence between the above points P η and P 0 . One of the problems here consists of the lack of rational curves on surfaces of general type with algebraic H 2 (X ). However, we believe that any further progress towards Bloch's conjecture must involve analysis of a possibility of an explicit rational deformation of P η into P 0 on the surface X Ω .
The above picture can now be generalized as follows. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension over an algebraically closed field , and let Ω be a universal domain containing . To any zero-cycle Z = P on X Ω one can define its transcendence degree as the maximum of transcendence degrees of the residue fields (P ). The transcendence degree of a zero-cycle class α ∈ C H (X Ω ) is the exact lower bound of the transcendence degrees of representatives of α. Then the motive M(X ) is a direct summand of motives of varieties of dimensions strictly smaller than , twisted by Lefschetz motives, if and only if the transcendence degree of any zero-cycle class α ∈ C H (X Ω ) is strictly smaller than .
A nice thing is that the last assertion is also equivalent to the fact that there exists a point P of transcendence degree on X Ω , rationally equivalent to a zero-cycle on X whose transcendence degree is strictly smaller than . More precisely, we prove the following theorem (see Theorem 3.6): For any smooth projective variety X of dimension over the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the class of the diagonal ∆ X is balanced;
(ii) the Chow motive of X is a direct summand of a sum of motives of varieties of dimension strictly smaller than ;
(iii) the transcendence degree of any zero-cycle class on X Ω is strictly smaller than ;
(iv) there exists a closed point on X Ω whose transcendence degree is but the transcendence degree of its class modulo rational equivalence is strictly smaller than .
Some motivic lemma
All Chow groups will be with coefficients in Q. If X and Y are two smooth projective varieties over , and X is decomposed into connected components X , then the group of correspondences
where is the dimension of X . The composition of two correspondences is standard. Smooth projective varieties and correspondences are aggregated into the category of Chow motives CM over . There is a contravariant functor X → M(X ) from the category of smooth projective varieties over to the category CM. It is important that the category CM is tensor, with the tensor product induced by the products of varieties, and the unit being the motive of a point. The Lefschetz motive is defined as a triple
For any integer , let L be the -fold tensor power of the Lefschetz motive L, i.e. the motive (Spec ∆ Spec − ).
A degree correspondence from X to Y is the same as a morphism from M(X ) ⊗ L to M(Y ). All necessary details on Chow motives can be found in [16] .
Let X and Y be two equidimensional varieties over . Similarly to [1] , we say that a correspondence α ∈ C H (X Y ) is balanced on the left if there exists a Zariski closed subscheme Z ⊂ X , such that dim Z < dim X and an algebraic cycle Γ on X × Y , such that [Γ] = α in C H (X Y ) and the support of Γ is contained in Z × Y . Analogously, one can define correspondences balanced on the right. We say that
where α 1 is balanced on the left, and α 2 is balanced on the right.
Balancing was discovered in [3] and [5] . It is a motivic notion and can be restated in purely motivic terms:
Lemma 2.1.

Let X and Y be equidimensional smooth projective varieties over , and let α ∈ C H (X Y ). Then α is balanced on the left if and only if there exists an equidimensional smooth projective variety Z over with
dim Z < dim X such that α factors through M(Z ), that is, α is a composition M(X ) −→ M(Z ) −→ M(Y ) ⊗ L −
Symmetrically, the correspondence α is balanced on the right if and only if there exists an equidimensional smooth projective variety Z over with
for the proof of this statement.
In the next section we will introduce the transcendence degree of a zero-cycle on a smooth projective variety and show how it is related to balancing of the diagonal, and so to the above motivic factorizations from Lemma 2.1.
Transcendence degree of zero-cycles
Let be a field, and let X be a variety over . Let ⊂ K be a field extension. Recall that a K -point on X is a morphism of schemes P : Spec K → X over Spec . Let ξ P be the image of the unique point in Spec K with respect to the morphism P, and let (ξ P ) be the residue field of the point ξ P on the scheme X . By definition, a transcendence degree of the point P over the ground field is the transcendence degree of the field (ξ P ) over :
The morphism P induces a field embedding (ξ P ) ⊂ K , whence
Let Y be the Zariski closure of the schematic point ξ P in X . Then Y is a closed irreducible subvariety in X and
In particular, that tr deg(P/ ) ≤ dim X Now we are going to introduce the notion of a transcendence degree of the class of a zero-cycle on a variety. Let Ω be a universal domain containing , i.e. an algebraically closed field of infinite transcendence degree over . Suppose X is an equidimensional variety, and let be the dimension of X .
Definition 3.1.
A transcendence degree tr deg(α/ ) of a class α ∈ C H (X Ω ) over is the minimal natural number , such that there exists a zero-cycle Z = P on X Ω , representing the class α, such that for all we have tr deg(P / ) ≤
The following properties of the transcendence degree for classes of zero-cycles follow directly from the above definition.
Lemma 3.2.
Let X be an equidimensional variety over of dimension . Then the following is true:
(i) for any element α ∈ C H (X Ω ) one has tr deg(α/ ) ≤ ;
(ii) for all elements α β ∈ C H (X Ω ) we have that Not any cycle class α ∈ C H (X Ω ) is equal to β Ω , for some β ∈ C H (X K ) and K with tr deg(K / ) = tr deg(α/ ). Let, for example, X be a smooth projective curve of genus at least two. Then there exists a point P of transcendence degree at least two on the Jacobian variety Jac X of X over . Let α be a cycle class in the Chow group C H 1 (X Ω ) 0 of zero-cycles of degree zero on the curve X corresponding to the point P under the isomorphism
Then tr deg(α) ≤ 1 because dim X = 1. Suppose now that α comes from an element β ∈ C H 1 (X K ) 0 by means of the scalar extension from K to Ω, where tr deg(K / ) = 1. Since the isomorphism between the Chow group of zero-cycles of degree zero and the Jacobian commutes with scalar extensions of the ground field, the point P must be defined over K , which is impossible as tr deg(P/ ) = 2.
We will also use the following fact. 
Lemma 3.4.
Let X and Y be two smooth projective equidimensional varieties over , let = dim X , = dim Y and assume < . Let be a correspondence of degree − from Y to X , that is is a morphism of Chow motives
M(Y ) ⊗ L ⊗( − ) −→ M(X )
Remark 3.5.
Certainly, one can also define the notion of a transcendence degree for all closed irreducible subschemes in X Ω and, respectively, for elements in Chow groups C H (X Ω ) of arbitrary codimension . Moreover, analogs of Lemma 3.2, (ii) and (iii), and Lemma 3.4 imply that a transcendence degree is also well-defined for elements in Chow groups of Chow motives over , and that this transcendence degree does not increase under taking push-forwards with respect to morphisms between Chow motives over . Now we are ready to prove our main statement.
Theorem 3.6.
Let X be an irreducible smooth projective variety over of dimension . The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the class of the diagonal ∆ X is balanced in C H (X × X );
(ii) the Chow motive M(X ) is isomorphic to a direct summand of the motive
where Y 1 and Y 2 are equidimensional smooth projective varieties over whose dimensions are strictly smaller than , and is the dimension of the variety Y 2 ;
(iii) any element α ∈ C H (X Ω ) satisfies tr deg(α/ ) < ; Proof
where α 1 is balanced on the left and α 2 is balanced on the right. By Lemma 2.1, there exist two equidimensional varieties Y 1 and Y 2 as in (ii), and factorizations of α 1 and α 2 such that
. Then the identity morphism from M(X ) to itself factors through M, thus, M(X ) is a direct summand in M.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Looking at the Chow groups of the motives involved in the decomposition
we see that all elements in C H (X Ω ) are push-forwards with respect to the morphism
because the dimension of Y 1 is strictly smaller than . Then (iii) follows from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.2 (i).
(iii) ⇒ (iv) This is just obvious.
(iv) ⇒ (i) Since tr deg(P/ ) = , the image of the morphism P : Spec Ω → X is nothing but the generic point η of X . Therefore, P defines a field extension K ⊂ Ω, such that (P η ) Ω = P, where K = (X ) and P η is a K -point on X K defined by η. By Lemma 3.2 (iv), there is an equidimensional subvariety Y in X of dimension strictly smaller than , such that [P] is sent to zero by the homomorphism
where U = X \ Y . As we consider Chow groups with coefficients in Q, we deduce that [P η ] is sent to zero by the homomorphism
On the other hand, [P η ] is the image of the class of the diagonal [∆ X ] under the pull-back homomorphism
Therefore, there is a non-empty open subset V ⊂ X , such that the restriction of [∆ X ] to U × V vanishes. This is equivalent to say that the diagonal ∆ X is balanced.
The equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) was actually proved in [7] , but we included it in the theorem for the convenience of the reader.
An example
An important thing in Theorem 3.6 is that (iv) implies (i). Let us illustrate this by an example.
Let X be a smooth projective surface over C, of general type and with = 0. Recall, that Bloch's conjecture predicts that for any two closed points P and Q on X C the point P is rationally equivalent to Q. This conjecture is a codimension 2 case of the Bloch-Beilinson paradigma for algebraic cycles, and it is highly inaccessible. It is known for surfaces with the Kodaira dimension strictly smaller than two [4] , for finite quotients of products of curves [10] , and for surfaces of general type (which are not finite quotients of products of curves) [2, 8, 17] . The fact that balancing of ∆ X implies Bloch's conjecture was first proved by Bloch and Srinivas, see [5, Theorem 1 (i) ].
Let now be the algebraic closure in C of the minimal field of definition of the surface X , and let K = (X ) be the function field of X over . Let η = Spec K be the generic point of X , and let P η be the corresponding K -rational closed point on X K . Theorem 3.6 implies the following corollary:
Corollary 4.1.
Bloch's conjecture holds for X if and only if there exist an embedding of K into C over , and a -rational point P on X , such that the above closed K -rational point P η is rationally equivalent to P on X as a variety over C.
This can be made absolutely explicit in the case of Godeaux surfaces, for which Bloch's conjecture was proved by Voisin in [17] . Namely, let µ 5 be the group of 5-th roots of the unit in C, and let be a primitive root in it. The group µ 5 acts on P 3 by the rule: is non-singular, and it is called a Godeaux surface. It is well known that = = 0 for such X , see [15] .
Take now two transcendental complex numbers which are algebraically independent over Q, say and π , see [13] . Let α be one of the zeros of the polynomial obtained by substitution of the coordinates and π into the affinized form of . Then P η can be represented as the image of the point
under the quotient-map Y → X . Then Voisin's result says that the point P η is rationally equivalent to a point in X (Q). The specificity of Corollary 4.1 is that it says that the above rational equivalence between two single points on X (C) is the only reason for vanishing of the whole Albanese kernel in this situation.
We believe that this observation can be useful in approaching to Bloch's conjecture in some particular contexts, such as Mumford's fake surface, see [12] . Recall that such surfaces were recently classified in [14] .
WARNING. It would be a temptation to find a rational curve through the points P η and P 0 on the Godeaux surface X over C. The first problem is that X is a surface of general type whose discrete invariants vanish, so that one can expect only a few rational curves on X C . But this is not yet the main trouble. The main difficulty is that no rational curves can pass through P η at all.
Indeed, let X be a smooth projective surface over the ground subfield in Ω. Let P η be a closed point of transcendence degree 2 on X Ω . Suppose there exists a field subextension ⊂ K ⊂ Ω, a point P : Spec K → X with tr deg(P/ ) = 2, and a rational curve C on X K passing through the point P. Let us show that X is uniruled then. Without loss of generality one can assume that K is finitely generated over . Let Y be an irreducible variety over , such that K is the function field of Y over . The rational curve C ⊂ X K induces a morphism φ : P 1 K → X K which induces a rational morphism
The point gives a morphism Spec K −→ P 1 × K over K . This corresponds to some rational section of the projection
The morphism Spec K −→ P 1 K −→ X K −→ X sends the unique point in Spec K to the generic point of X because tr deg(P/ ) = 2. Therefore, the composition
is dominant, where X is the projection onto X . It follows that the rational map
is dominant as well. Since the image of the map P 1 K −→ X K is the curve C in X K , the map P 1 × Y X does not factor through the projection P 1 × Y → Y . Hence, at least for one point ∈ Y the induced map
is not constant. Hence, X is uniruled by [11, Chapter IV, Propostion 1.3].
Thus, if we could have a rational curve through P η on a smooth projective surface X C , of general type with = 0, then immediately we would get a contradiction as such a surface is very far from being uniruled.
This shows that in order to find a precise rational equivalence between P η and P 0 we need to find more than one curve of positive genus on the Godeaux surface X , and rational functions of them, which will provide a suitable zero-poles cancelation for their principle divisors.
